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We shall study maximal errors of approximating linear problems. As possible 
classes of information operators the classes of arbitrary, continuous (nonlinear), 
or continuous linear information operators are considered. Algorithms also may 
be arbitrary, continuous (nonlinear), or linear. We focus our interest on two 
natural questions: (a) For what problems (the dependence on the underlying 
Banach spaces turns out to be crucial) do different classes of information or 
algorithms, respectively, yield the same quality of approximation? (b) What are 
the maximal differences in the errors of different classes? Both questions are 
treated in both the worst-case and average-case settings. Therefore the paper is 
divided into Parts A and B. For the study of the worst-case setting the notion of s- 
scales turns out to be powerful. An appropriate approach is also suggested for the 
average-case setting. Using the ideas of s-scales and function analytic methods 
we reprove some known results and obtain some new ones, thus answering ques- 
tions posed in several papers on this subject. o 1990 Academic press, inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to give a detailed analysis of various (approxi- 
mate) methods for solving linear problems in the sense of Information- 
Based Complexity. The results can be of interest in at least two aspects. 
For those working in functional analysis we give interpretations of results 
of the theory of s-numbers in (abstract) numerical analysis, as outlined 
below. For those working in numerical analysis we give applications of 
function analytic methods to answer problems arising very naturally in 
the theory of optimal algorithms. 
Toward this purpose we shall follow a common scheme. Fix for a 
moment Banach spaces E, F and a linear operator S acting between E and 
F. Given x in the unit ball BE of E we approximate Sx in the following way. 
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First we choose information N(x), which is to lie in some finite-dimen- 
sional space, and then, using N(x), we apply an algorithm cp to obtain 
&V(x)) E F as an approximation for SX. Generally, the result will not be 
exact; thus we have an (individual) error Sx - &V(x)) at X. At this point 
there are several possibilities for measuring the quality of N and (o. 
Part A is devoted to the study of the worst-case error e(S, N, cp). By this 
we mean that we take the sup{@~ - (o(N(x))/( : x E BE} for fixed N and cp. 
Now we are able to compare the quality of different algorithms using the 
same information or even the quality of different information operators. 
More precisely, we shall do this for N and (o varying in some natural 
classes, i.e., arbitrary, continuous, and continuous linear mappings. 
Part B is devoted to the study of the average-case error. Here we choose 
a symmetric Radon measure Al. on E. The average-case error e(S, N, cp, p) 
is then defined to be sI/Sx - &‘V(x))(l&(x), again for fixed N and cp. 
Proceeding as in Part A, we will be able to compare different information 
operators and algorithms. 
Both cases (and some others) have been subject to investigations dur- 
ing the last years. We shall not give complete references, but restrict 
ourselves to “A General Theory of Optimal Algorithms” (Traub and 
Wozniakowski, 1980) and “Information-Based Complexity” (Traub, Wa- 
silkowski, and Woiniakowski, 1988) and the survey papers “Information- 
based complexity” (Woiniakowski, 1986) and “Recent developments in 
information-based complexity” (Packel and Woiniakowski, 1987). Com- 
prehensive bibliographies can be found in each of these references. This 
paper was initiated by a recent result of Kacewicz and Wasilkowski (1986) 
in “How powerful is continuous nonlinear information?” They showed, 
for operators acting between Hilbert spaces, that for every continuous 
(nonlinear) information there is linear information with the same error in 
the worst-case setting, while there is a big difference in the average-case 
setting. We shall derive these results from a more general approach. 
Namely, in Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 we establish a relation to the 
theory of s-numbers which have been also studied extensively. We men- 
tion the monographs “Operator Ideals” and “Eigenvalues and s-Num- 
bers” (Pietsch, 1978, 1987). Once we have seen this, the result of Kace- 
wicz and Wasilkowski is a consequence of a general result on s-numbers. 
Moreover, we are now in a position to prove and reprove several other 
results. We pay attention to two questions. First, in what situations can 
different classes yield the same errors? Second, what are the maximal 
differences in the errors of different classes? Both questions are made 
precise in Sections 2 and 3 of Part A. For the average-case setting, prob- 
lems like those stated above are less studied. We outline our approach in 
Part B. To have the right tools, we introduce s-number-like mappings in 
Section 4. A first approach like this has been proposed by Micchelli (1984) 
in “Orthogonal projections are optimal algorithms.” Interestingly 
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enough, there are big differences in the behavior of the worst-case and 
average-case errors. The relations are studied in detail in Sections 5 and 6. 
Open questions are also mentioned. 
I wish to express my gratitude to S. Heinrich, Berlin, who not only 
suggested the topic but also paid instant attention to it and was a source of 
fruitful ideas. 
PART A: THE WORST-CASE SETTING 
1. NOTATION ANDGENERALRESULTS 
In this part the notation is standard or adopted from Traub and Woi- 
niakowski (1980) (abbreviated as GTOA) or Pietsch (1978, 1987). 
Given m E IV define lp” := [Rm, 11*11J, with 
Ilh x2, * . * 3 &)ll : = 
(x IXilp)“p, l<p<m 
IIlaX{[Xil, 1 5 i I m}, p = x. 
Given a compact Hausdorff space K and a Banach space F, we denote by 
C(K, F) the space of all F-valued continuous functions on K with its usual 
norm. For a given measure space [a, 3, ~1, Banach space F, and fixed 
1~p~~wedenotebyLp(R,~,~,F),Lp(~,F)if[~,B]isgivenLp(~)if 
F = IF& the closure of the space of all equivalence classes of F-valued step 
functions under the norm 
Mlp ‘= i 
cl- Ilfwll~~P(~))“~I lsp<m 
ess-sup{llf(w)llF, w E a}, p = m. 
Given Banach spaces E, F we denote by L(E, F) the linear space of all 
bounded linear operators from E to F, equipped with the operator norm. 
ForafixedoperatorTEL(E,F)letkerT:={xE.E:Tx=O}andImT:= 
{y E F: 3x E E and TX = y} denote the kernel and image of T, respec- 
tively . 
We are interested in special operators. An operator T is of finite rank if 
dim Im T < m. An operator P E L(E, E) is called a projection if P2 = P. An 
operator J E L(E, F) is said to be a metric injection if 1~x11 = ICyII, x E E, 
Q E L(E, F) a metric surjection, if it maps the open unit ball of E onto the 
open unit ball of F. Examples of metric injections and metric surjections 
are the canonical embeddings JM: M --f E, M a subspace of E, and the 
canonical quotient map QN: F + F/N, N a subspace of F. 
We shall moreover be interested in special classes of Banach spaces. A 
Banach space E possesses the metric lifting property if for all E > 0 and 
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spaces F, Fo, metric surjections Q E L(F, Fo) and operators T E L(E, Fo) 
there exists a lifting i; E L(E, F) with QT = T and I(i;lJ I (1 + .s)jlTll. A 
Banach space F possesses the metric extension property if for all Banach 
spaces E, Eo, metric injections J E L(Eo, E) and T E L(Eo, F) there exists 
an extension i; E L(E, F) with TJ = T and (/f/I = ((T/J. For results concern- 
ing these spaces we refer to Lacey (1974) and Pietsch (1978). Examples 
are given later in the applications. 
For a fixed Banach space E, BE denotes the closed unit ball, i.e., BE = 
{x E E: IhI/ I I}, dBE its boundary. 
A mapping N from BE to some Banach space G is called information, 
Having fixed some information N: BE + G, any mapping from N(BE) C G 
to some Banach space F is called an algorithm (using information N). 
Now, fix a linear operator S E L(E, F), an information operator N from 
BE to some G, and an algorithm cp from N(BE) to F. We are interested in 
the worst-case error 
e(S, N, (01 := sup{l)Sx - cpOWtl, .x E BE}. 
Note that instead of taking arbitrary sets JO c E, as in GTOA, we restrict 
ourselves to the unit ball. The problem we are concerned with is to mini- 
mize e(S, N, cp) if N and (c vary in special classes. Let 53 denote the class 
of all Banach spaces. 
For Iz E N, E, G E 93 define 
Y&,(E, G) := {N: BE + G, dim span N(BE) I n}; 
Y&,(E, G) : = {N: BE * G, N continuous} n Y&,(E, G); 
Y& (E, G) := {N: BE - G, there is a linear extension to E} II 
%m(E, (3; 
8 arb := u {%&,(E, G), E, G E 3, n E N}; 
% con := U {iQ&,(E, G), E, G E 33, n E fV>; 
%n,j, := U {iJ&(E, G), E, G E 933, n E IV}. 
These will be called the classes of arbitrary, continuous, and continuous 
linear information operators. If % C 8& is any subclass, define for II E N, 
E, G E 3: YP(E, G) := 8 II i&(E, G). 
With some F E 53, N E %,b fixed, i.e., there are E, G, n E N and N E 
%$,(E, G), define 
$arb(N, F) := {cp: Im N + F}; 
&,,(N, F) := {cp: Im N + F: cp continuous}; 
&(Ny F) := {tp: Im N -+ F: cp admits a linear extension to G}. 
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Moreover, as above, 
If C#I C r/&b is any subclass, define for N E %!a& F E 33: 
W, 0 := 4 rl $k,dN, F). 
In GTOA it was observed that there is a deep connection between n- 
widths and minimal errors. Because we stress this dependence in detail, 
let us recall the notion of s-scales for linear operators. Denote by Y the 
class of all bounded linear operators, i.e., 2 := U{L(E, F), E, F E SIR). 
DEFINITION. A mapping assigning to every S E 2 a sequence (s,(S))nEN 
is called an s-scale, if the properties given below hold, s,(S) is called the 
nth s-number of S. 
(Sl) /s\J = sr(S) 1 s&s) 2 . . . 2 0; 
(S2) s,(S + T) 5 s,(S) + I(TI( for all E, F E 9 and S, T E L(E, F); 
(S3) s,(RST) 5 ~IR~~~,(s)JITII for all Eo, E, F, FO E 93, T E L(Eo, E), 
S E L(E, F), R E L(F, F,); 
(S4) rank S < IZ implies s,(S) = 0; 
(S5) s,(id: 1 s + 1;) = 1, where id denotes the formal identity in 58”. 
The importance of this notion can be expressed in the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let !JI c %!a& be any class of information satisfying 
(Nl) % C m C Ron. 
(N2) For all Eo, E, G E 93, n E N, N E W(E, G), T E L(Eo, E), 
IlTll I 1, we have N 0 T E %?(Eo, G). 
Let C#J c C&b be any class of algorithms satisfying 
(41) 4lin G 4. 
(42) For all Fo, F E 93, N E %2arbr cp E $(N, F), R E L(F, Fo) we 
have R 0 cp E +(N, Fo). 
For any n E N, E, F E 93, S E L(E, F) define 
s,(S) := inf{inf{e(S, N, cp), cp E $(N, F)}, N E !W’(E, G), G E 9$}. 
Then the mapping assigning to every S E 3 the sequence (s,,(S))~~N forms 
an s-scale. 
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Proof. The monotonicity is clear, and, since dim span N(&) = 0 
means N = 0, we also have I/S)/ = si(S). 
To verify (S2) it is enough to observe that given S, T E L(E, F) any 
information operator N E iV(E, G), then an algorithm cp E $(N, F) for S 
may also serve for S + T. To see (S3) fix E > 0, R, S, T as in (S3), choose 
N E %“-‘(E, G), cp E 4(N, F), such that e(S, N, cp) I s,(S) + E. Proper- 
ties (N2) and (4~2) imply that fi := N 0 (TIjjTlj) E iW1(E~, G) and (i := 
IjTjp 0 cp E d4fi, F). Moreover, e(RST, N, (p) 5 \/T/ \jR\le(S, N, p) 5 IJTJl 
IIRll(.dS) + 4, proving (S3). 
If S E L(E, F), rank S < it, then 3 = SIBE can be interpreted as informa- 
tion. Property (Nl) implies that 3 E W’(E, F). If we put $5 = idF]SCBd, 
then ($1) implies that 3 E c#J(~;, F) and we obtain e(S, s, $) = 0, proving 
s,(S) = 0. 
Let us now turn to the verification of (SS). Obviously, we have s,(id: 
12 + I3 I 1. On the other hand, fix N E !JF-l(/2n, G). Property (Nl) 
implies that N is continuous. Thus we apply Borsuk’s Antipodal Theo- 
rem (cf. Tichomirov, 1976, 1.7. l), to find x0 on the boundary of Bly with 
N(Q) = N(-x0). Now we can conclude for any q E $(N, 1 ‘j) that 
e(id: 1,” --, 1% N, (o) 2 max{llxo - +$N(xo)))~, 11x0 + (o(N(-xo))ll) 2 llxoll = 1, 
which ends the proof of Theorem 1. 
In the spirit of Theorem 1 some remarks seem to be of interest, 
Remark. 1. We did not make use of the full strength of (Nl). If we 
denote by YF the class of all mappings such that for II E N, E, G E 93 we 
have W”(E, G) C %&,(E, G) whenever dim E < ~0, then it follows easily 
that 
(Nl#) Yhin c Yi! c 8” 
would be sufficient to apply Borsuk’s Antipodal Theorem, hence proving 
Theorem 1 with (Nl) replaced by (Nl#). Roughly speaking, g# is the class 
of all information operators such that the restrictions to all finite-dimen- 
sional sections of the unit ball are continuous. This class has been consid- 
ered by Kacewicz and Wasilkowski (1986). 
Remark 2. If the information operators are not forced to be continu- 
ous, then the above procedure may fail to produce s-scales. More pre- 
cisely, we shall show that given S E L(E, F) with separable image, for all 
E > 0 there exist N E &,(E, IF!), p E &,(N, F) with e(S, N, (o) 5 E. 
Namely, let (y,JnEN be a dense subset of S(&) C F. Let P be a polygon 
connecting the (y,&~ (in any fixed order). This gives rise to a continuous 
mapping q from a subset of Iw to P. Take any choice I: S(Ss) ---, P, such 
that JJ,Sx - I(x)J( 5 E. Putting N : = !I-’ 0 I E Y&,(E, Iw), where q-r means 
any choice and (o := W, we obtain e(S, N, cp) 5 E. 
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Remark 3. If, on the other hand, 4 = $rin then the procedure of Theo- 
rem 1 produces an s-scale, the so-called Kolmogorov scale d; see GTOA, 
Chap. 7.4, and Pietsch (1987,2.5.2), where the following representation is 
given: 
d,(S) = inf{(lQNS(l, dim N < IZ, N c F}. 
EXAMPLE 1. Applying Theorem 1 with % = %lin and 6 = &in we obtain 
the scale a of the approximation numbers. See Pietsch (1978), where this 
scale is introduced via 
a,(S) := inf{llS - ~(1, rank L < n}. 
With any S E L(E, F) and information N E Y&,(E, G) chosen, the 
quantity r(N, S) : = inf{e(S, N, cp), cp E &&N, F)} is a lower bound on the 
errors of algorithms using N. Another quantity of this kind is the diameter 
d(N, S) of information 
d(N, S) := sup{diam{Sy, Nx = NY), y, x E BE) 
(cf. GTOA, Chap. 1.2). 
In many cases the diameter is easier to handle and we have, for B c F, 
rad(B) % diam(B) 5 2 rad(B), which yields 
r(N, S) 5 d(N, S) 5 2r(N, S). 
COROLLARY 2. Let % C Y&b be any subclass of information, satisfy- 
ing (Nl) and (N2). For all n E N, S E L(E, F) define 
s,(S) := l/2 inf{d(N, S), N E !R2”-‘(E, G), G E a}. 
The mapping s assigning to every S E 5Z the sequence (s,(S))“~N consti- 
tutes an s-scale. 
The proof is along the lines of the foregoing proof. 
We now illustrate the corollary by two examples. 
EXAMPLE 2. Putting 8 = %lin we obtain the Gelfand scale c. The 
following representation is well known for IZ E N and S E L(E, F): 
c,(S) := inf{ljsIdl, M c E closed subspace, codim M < n} 
(see GTOA, Chap. 2, Lemma 3.1). 
EXAMPLE 3. Putting Y? = Y& we are in a position similar to that of 
Babenko (1976). Let us denote the s-scale obtained by y and call it the 
Babenko scale. 
Concluding, in Fig. 1 we summarize the s-scales obtained for s,(S), 
with n > 1 and S E L(E, F) fixed. Note that we implicitly define some 
new ones. 
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= 0, if S(&) separable 
&T”(S) 
r,(S) 




Obviously, we have the following relations for fixed 12 E N, and S E I? 
fixed: 
(9 l&,(S) 5 m(s) 5 g,(S), 
(ii) 1/2r,(S) 5 c,(S) 5 r,(S), 
(iii) whenever 31 C YIz and C#II c & we have for the associated 
s-scales s’ and s2 for every IZ E N and S E U : s&S) 5 s:(S). 
2. EQUALITIES 
This section is devoted to the study of various situations, where differ- 
ent s-numbers yield equal quantities. Well-known tools from functional 
analysis permit reproving several results from GTOA and obtaining new 
ones. 
THEOREM 3. (Pietsch, 1974). There is only one s-scale on the class of 
all operators acting between Hilbert spaces. 
For a proof we refer to Pietsch (1987, 2.11.9). 
We shall now derive the result of Kacewicz and Wasilkowski men- 
tioned in Section 1 from Theorems 1 and 3. Let g” denote the s-scale, 
obtained by Theorem 1 for Y? = Y12# and C#B = &,rb (see also Remark 1). 
COROLLARY 4. (Kacewicz and Wasilkowski, 1986). Let S be any oper- 
ator acting between Hilbert spaces. Then we have for all n E N the 
equation g,X(S) = r,(S). 
THEOREM 5. Let F have the metric extension property, and let S E 
L(E, F), where E is an arbitrary Banach space. Then for any N E %[,(E, 
G) there exists a (o E $lin(N, F) with d(N, S) = 2e(S, N, (o). Consequently, 
c,(S) = r,(S) = a,(S), n E N. 
Proof. Fix any information N E %[,(E, G). the kernel ker N is 
a subspace in E. Since F has the metric extension property there is an 
3 E L(E, F), such that, SJker~ = SJkerN and llsll = IISJkerN(I. Define as a 
linear algorithm the mapping (o(Nx) := (S - s)x, x E E. Note that 4 
is well defined and we have 
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e(S, N, cp) = sup@x - (S - S)xll, x E BE} = IlSll 
= pJl&fl = 1/2d(N, S). 
Special cases of the above theorem have been proved by Smolyak (1965), 
who treated the case F = R, and Packel(1986) in terms of extending the 
range space. 
COROLLARY 6. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space, let E be a 
Banach space, and let S E L(E, C(K)) be a compact operator. For all E > 
0, N E %&(E, G) there exists a (Pi E +li,(N, F) with 2e(S, N, cp,) I 
(1 + .s)d(N, S). Consequently, c,(S) = r,(S) = a,(S), n E N. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may (and do) assume 1/2d(N, S) 
= ll~&~~j = 1 and 0 : E 5 1. Denote by J: C(K) + C(K)** the canonical 
embedding of C(K) into its bidual space C(K)**. It is well known (cf. 
Lacey, 1974, Chap. 7, Sect. 21, Theorem 6) that C(K)** has the metric 
extension property. Hence, by Theorem 5 we can find an L E $li”(N, 
C(K)**) with e(JS, N, L) = 1. 
Let {YI, ~1, . . . ym} c C(K) be the points of an c/4-net of S(BE) and 
consider the finite-dimensional subspace F : = span{Jyi, Jyz, . . . , Jym} + 
Im L in C(K) **. Applying the principle of local reflexivity (Lacey, 1974, 
Chap. 7, Sect. 23, Theorem 1) we can find an operator u: F-, C(K), such 
that uJy = y, whenever Jy E F and (1 - ~/4)l(y(l 5 Ilu(y I (1 + e/4)llylj, 
y E F. The mapping u 0 L is linear continuous into C(K) and satisfies, 
for properly chosen yk, the inequalities 
lb - u o L 0 Nxll 5 IISx - y/cl1 + IIyk - u 0 L 0 Nx(l 
5 ~14 + Ilu(Jyk - L 0 Nx)ll 
5 ~14 + (1 + ~/4)11Jyk - L 0 Nx/ 
5 &/4 + (1 + &14){(IJyL - JSxll + \IJSx - L 0 Nx/} 
5 E/4 + (1 + E/4)(1 + E/4) 5 1 + E. 
Putting cp, := u 0 L, we have obtained the desired estimate. 
Let us make some comments concerning the foregoing results. Corol- 
lary 6 answers a problem posed by Packel and Woiniakowski (1987, open 
problem 2). While Corollary 6 uses extension of compact operators, The- 
orem 5 makes use of such extensions for arbitrary linear operators. The 
latter is possible exactly, as described, for the class of all Banach spaces 
possessing the metric extension property, while the first extension prob- 
lem leads to Li-preduals. Both classes are studied extensively by Linden- 
Strauss and Tzafriri (1973,11.4.a,II.4.d). Let us mention only that a C(K)- 
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space, certainly an Ll-predual, has the metric extension property iff K is 
extremely disconnected, i.e., the closure of every open set in K is open 
again. 
The situation above can be represented in the diagram 
fJ = T. 
The dual situation reflects the problem of lifting operators, which means 
ET--‘F 
Qi;= T 
and leads to the metric lifting property, described in Section 1. It is well 
known, that a Banach space has the metric lifting property iff it is isomet- 
ric to a suitable space It(I), for some index set I (cf. Lacey, 1974, Chap. 
6, Sect. 18, Theorem 9). For those spaces we have the following result. 
THEOREM 7. Let E have the metric lifting property. Let F be any 
Banach space and S E L(E, F). For all E > 0, N E !J&(E, G), cp E &(NT 
F) there are N, E !J&(E, F) and (o, E &(F, F) with Im (Pi 0 N, C span Im 
cp 0 N and e(S, N,, qB) 5 (1 + e)e(S, N, q~), hence d,(S) = a,(S), n E N. 
Proof. Let N,cp be given and A4 := span Im cp 0 N(BE). Let Q: F + 
F/M be the canonical quotient map. We obtain e(S, N, ~0) = sup{l)Sx - 
cp(Nx)jl, x E BE} 2 sup{inf{)lSx - yll, y E M}, x E BE) = sup{llQSxll, x E BE) 
= IlQSl[. Now we fix E > 0. Using the lifting property of E, we can find s 
with Q,$ = Q,S and &!?I/ % (1 f E)IIQSJ(. Since Im (3 - S) c M, we have 
rank (3 - S) 5 n. Putting as information N, := (,!? - S)l,, and algorithm 
PE . . = J* we see that 
e(S, N,, CPA = IPll 5 (1 + 4lkPll 5 (1 + MS, N, cp>. 
Remark 4. Since L,(,u) spaces for a measure p are more common than 
l,(I) spaces but unfortunately do not have the metric lifting property, let 
us make some comments. Lacey (1974, Corollary to Theorem 8) proves 
that for L&) spaces there is always a lifting into the bidual, i.e., if S E 
L(L,(p), Fo) and Q: F + F. is a metric smjection then there is a lifting 3 E 
L(L&p), Fz*) with llS[l = I/s~[. Note that for the compact operator S this 
lifting can be done to F and we have a situation analogous to Theorem 7 
and consequently a,(S) = d,(S), n E lV. For details we refer to Linden- 
Strauss and Tzafriri (1973, Theorem 11.5.26, and preceding arguments). 
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THEOREM 8. (GTOA, Chap. 3.4). Let H be a Hilbert space, F be a 
Banach space, and S E L(H, F). For any information N E %71;i,(H, G) 
there exists a linear central interpolatory algorithm cp E &(N, F); conse- 
quently, d(N, S) = 2r(N, S) = 2e(S, N, cp). This implies r,(S) = c,(S) = 
u,(S), n E N. 
Remark 5. Following GTOA, Chap. 1.1, we say that an algorithm cp E 
&t,(N, F) is interpolatory for S if cp(Nx) = S& for some i with Ni = Nx, 
and that it is central, if cp(Nx) = c(x), where c(x) is the Chebyshev center 
of U(x) := {S& i E Bn, Nz = Nx}, provided it exists. Those algorithms 
enjoy good properties (see GTOA). Let us mention that c(x) is certainly a 
center of U(x) if U(x) is symmetric w.r.t. c(x) and central algorithms have 
W, S) = e(S, N, ~1. 
Proof of Theorem 8. Let N E %{,(H, G) be given and let P be the 
orthogonal projection onto ker N c H. Consider the well-defined algo- 
rithm cp for N, given by cp(Nx) : = S(Z - P)x. cp is interpolatory since 
N(Z - P)x = Nx. To see that cp is central, we will show that U(x) is 
symmetric w.r.t. S(Z - P)x. It is easy to see that U(x) = {Sx + Sh, x + 
h E Bn, h E ker N}. So, let Sy = Sx + She, with x + ho E Bn, and let 
ho E ker N be fixed. The point symmetric to S(Z - P)x is 
2S(Z - P)x - Sy = S(2(Z - P)x - (x + ho)) 
= S((Z - P)x - (Px + ho)). 
It is enough to show that (Z - P)x - (Px + ho) E Bn. Since ho = Pho, IIn + 
hdl i 1 and (Z - P)x is orthogonal to P(x + ho) we have Il(Z - P)x - (Px + 
ho)lj* = ll(Z - P)x - P(x + h0)112 = JI(Z - P)x + P(x + ho)\\* = JIx + hoJl* 5 1; 
hence r(N, S) = 1/2d(N, S) = e(S, N, cp). The rest is straightforward. 
THEOREM 9. Let K be a Hilbert space, E be a Bunuch space and S E 
L(E, K) be given. For any information N E Y&,(E, G) and any algorithm 
cp E &(N, K) there are a linear continuous information No E %B(E, K) 
and (00 E &(No, K) with Im cpo 0 NO c span Im cp 0 N and e(S, NO, cpo) 5 
e(S, N, cp). Consequently, d,(S) = u,(S) for all n E N. 
Proof. Let M := span Im cp 0 N 5 K and let P be the orthogonal 
projection onto M. Then we can conclude that 
e(S, N, cp) 1 sup{inf{(lSx - yll, Y E Ml, x E BE} = ID - P)SII. 
But this lower bound is attained by putting No := P&,, cpo := JM. 
THEOREM 10. Let E, F be Bunuch spaces, S E L(E, F) be a compact 
operator. Then for every E > 0, information N E %&,(E, G) and algo- 
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rithm p E &(N, F) there are continuous information N, E %&,,(E, F) 
and algorithm pE E &in(Nz, F) with span Im (Pi 0 i$ c span Im (o 0 N and 
e(S, N,, cp,) % (1 + e)e(S, N, cp). Consequently, d,(S) = d,(S). 
The compactness argument used to prove Theorem 10 appears in 
Tichomirov (1976, 4.1.1). 
Proof of Theorem 10. Fix information N and algorithm (o. Put K : = 
span Im cp 0 N. Without loss of generality we may assume ((QKS(I = 1. Fix 
1 > E > 0, 6 := c/4. Since S(BE) was assumed to be relatively compact, 
we can find a finite-dimensional subspace M c F and a continuous map- 
ing !P: S(&) --j M such that sup{(lsx - V\Irsx(l, x E BE} 5 6 (cf. 
Tichomirov, 1976, 4.1.1). The subspace FO := M + K is finite dimen- 
sional, hence admits a strictly convex norm ((ol(o, with ((z(( I ((~((0 5 (1 + 
@[(z/J, z E FO (cf. Tichomirov, 1976, 4.1.1). [Fo, I~/[o] is strictly normed 
such that the metric projection P: F. * K is a continuous mapping with 
disto(z, K) = ))z - Pzl(o, z E Fo. Now put N, := PW&, and (Pi := JK to 
obtain 
e(S, N,, (PA = sup{llSx - f’~sx(l, x E BE) 
5 sup{(lSx - Xsxl( + ((Ksx - PWx(/}, x E BE} 
5 6 + sup{llV!Sx - PWx(l, x E BE} 
5 6 + sup{lJ%Sx - PWxl(o, x E BE} 
I 6 + sup{inf{()Vsx - ~((0, y E K}, x E BE} 
% F + (1 + G)sup{inf{((qSx - y I(, y E K}, x E BE} 
5 6 + (1 + G)sup{inf{J(*Sx - Sxl( + J(Sx - y/I, 
y E K}, x E BE} c= 6 + (1 + 6)(1 + S) 5 1 + E. 
Remark 6. Results stating equality of different s-numbers in various 
situations are well known in approximation theory (see, e.g., Pietsch, 
1987, 11.5.2, 11.5.3, 11.6.2, 11.6.3; Pinkus, 1985, Chap. 11.8). 
3. INEQUALITIES 
Between the various s-numbers occurring in information-based com- 
plexity there is a natural order, arising directly from the definition (see 
Fig. 1). On the other hand it is interesting to know what the maximal gaps 
between different quantities are. From the point of view, of s-number 
theory, this problem has been treated occasionally. We shall derive rela- 
tions between s-numbers here, including examples. Usually inequalities 
between geometric means have been derived and it is sufficient for the 
consideration of sequence spaces (cf. Pietsch, 1978, 11). We claim that 
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it would also be interesting to have precise estimates between single 
s-numbers. 
Let us summarize the results of this section in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 11. For all E, F E ‘B, S E L(E, F), rz E N we have 
(i) a,(S) 5 (1 + (n - l)i%&&§); 
(ii) a,(S) 5 (1 + (n - l>“*)r,(s); 
(iii) d,(S) 5 n*g,(S); 
(iv) r,(S) 5 2n*g,(S); 
(v) fn(S) 5 2r,(S). 
Remark 7. The inequalities (i) and (ii) turn out to be optimal. Whether 
(iii) and (iv) are optimal is unknown. We shall, however provide an exam- 
ple in which the exponent is attained. Pietsch (1987, Remark 2.10.7) con- 
jectured that this is the maximal gap. It would be of interest to find further 
inequalities between the quantities in Fig. 1. 
Remark 8. The inequalities (i) and (ii) are well known. The proof given 
here follows Pietsch (1978, 11.2.2). The inequalities (iii) and (iv) are 
modifications of a result due to Bauhardt (1977). For a related statement 
see Pinkus (1985, Chap. II, Sect. 5). 
proofof Theorem 11. (i) Let M C F, dim M < n be fixed and such that 
I\Q&I( 5 (1 + E)&(S). There is a projection P onto M with llpll 5 (n - l)“* 
(cf. Pietsch, 1987, 1.5.5). 
Define N := PSI,, and cp := JM, to see 
u,(S) 5 IIS - JlMPSll = sup{()Sx - PSXII, x E BEI 
5 sup{inf{l(Sx - y(J + 1lpS.x - ~11, Y E M}, 
x E &} I (1 + (n - l)“*)sup{~(Q.&I(, x E BE} 
5 (1 + (n - l)‘“)(l + E)&(S). 
The desired inequality follows. 
(ii) Let N E %2g;‘(E, G) be information of rank less than n such that 
ll~.&~~l 5 (1 + E)c,(S) (cf. Section 1, Example 2). Let P be a projec- 
tion along ker N with ll~ll 5 (n - 1)‘” (cf. Pietsch, 1987, 1.7.17). Define 
cp(Nx) := SPx, to obtain 
IIS - P o lvll = IlW - nil 5 mmdl III - Pll 
5 (1 + (n - l)‘“)(l + &)C,(S) 
5 (1 + (n - l)‘“)(l + .5)rn(S). 
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(iii) The proof of (iii) is based on a result due to Bauhardt (1977). 
Let us, intermediately, introduce another quantity, 
h,(S) : = sup{a,(BSX), 1(X: l2 --, El] = [/R F + 12(( = 1). 
This quantity is usually called the nth Hilbert number of S, and the associ- 
ated s-scale the Hilbert scale. It is easy to see and it is well known that 
h,(S) I s,(S) for every s-scale S, hence h,(S) 5 g,(S). Moreover, h,(S) = 
h,(S’) for every S E L(E, F) (see Bauhardt, 1977). Bauhardt proved in 
Satz 4 that for 12 E N and S E L(E, F) we have d,(S) % n2h,(S>. The 
inequality (iii) is now obvious. 
(iv) To prove (iv) we need additionally that c,(S) = d,(Y) (see 
Pietsch, 1978, 11.7.6), to conclude that 
1/2r,(S) I c,(S) = d,(Y) 9 n%,(S’) = n%,(S). 
(v) The proof of(v) involves a technique from nonlinear analysis, a 
continuous selection argument; see Proposition 7.2 of Michael (1956), 
which states the following: 
If N E L(E, G) is a sutjective mapping, then for every A > 1 there exists 
a continuous function jY G --, E with 
(i) Nof= idc, 
00 /If( 5 A inf{llxll, Nx = ~1, 
(iii) f(ay) = &f(y), Q! E R. 
Let N E %;;‘(E, G) be a sujective information operator of rank N < n, 
and E > 0. Put A = 1 + E. For y E N(&) we have inf{/x/, Nx = y} I 1, 
which implies /f(y)]] I 1 + E for all y E N(BE). The mapping p := S of is 
obviously a continuous algorithm for N, cp E &,,(N, F). 
For x E BE we can now estimate /(XX - cp(Nx)(( = [(SX - Sf(Nx)(j = 
IlNx - fWx)Yllx - fW>ll~ll lb - .fUWll 5 (2 + EM~I, where h = 6 - 
fU’W)~~~x - fWx)(l is in (ker N) fl BE. Consequently we obtain e(S, 
N, pa> I (2 + .a)/2d(N, S), which implies f&Y) 9 2r,(S). 
The proof of Theorem 11 is complete. 
To exhibit examples, we introduce the Sobolev spaces 
W;[O, l] = W; = {fE Cr-‘[O, 11, fcr-l) abs. const., f(” E &LO, 111, 
with the usual norm (see Pinkus, 1985, Chap. VII), for 1 5 p 5 m, 2 5 r 4 
m, r E N. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Consider the approximation problem of W$ in L, for 
r E N. There exist constants 0 < c 5 1 zz C < w, such that d,(S) 5 
Cn-‘, II E N (see Pinkus, 1985, Chap. VII, Theorem 3.5), while a,(S) 2 
IX-~+~‘~, 12 E N (see Pinkus (1985, Chap. VII, Theorem 2.2), hence show- 
ing that (i) is optimal. 
EXAMPLE 5. Fix r E N and consider the approximation problem of W; 
in L2, i.e., S = Id: W{ + L2. There exist constants 0 < c 5 1 I C < w, 
such that c,(S) 5 Cn-‘, n E N (see Pinkus (1985, Chap. VII, Theorem 
3.5), while a,(S) 2 CIZ-‘+*‘~, it E N (see Pinkus, 1985, Chap. VII, Theorem 
2.2), hence (ii) is optimal. 
The upper bounds in the above examples follow from a result of Kashin 
(1977) (see Pinkus, 1985, Chap. VI, Theorem 2.26). 
EXAMPLE 6. As mentioned in Remark 7, we shall provide an example 
for (iii). Fix 1 < p < 2, m, n E N, m > n. Consider the approximation 
problem of 1; in 1:. Kashin (1980) has proved that c,(S) L a, if n 5 
0.5 m2'f, where l/p + l/p’ = 1. Now we shall follow ideas due to Babenko 
(1976a). Fix E, F E !-I?, 12 E N, and S E L(E, F) and consider the quantity 
a,,(S) := inf{sup{l)Sx - &Sxll, x E BE}, 4 odd and continuous and $(S@E)) 
compact in F with topological dimension <n}. 
R. Linde (1986) has proved, that ((Y,(S)) Ned forms an s-scale, the so-called 
Alexandrov scale (see also Tichomirov, 1976, 1.15; Babenko, 1976a). 
The Universal Space Theorem (Engelking, 1978, Theorem 1.11.4) says 
that there is a homeomorphism $: &@E) --, [W2n-1. Taking N : = I/@ as 
information, we have N E %&’ (E, R2”-‘). Consequently, g2J.S) I cr,(S), 
it E N. But the Alexandrov numbers are well calculated; see R. Linde 
(1986) and Stesin (1975) for finite-dimensional embeddings: a,(S) = 
(n + 1)-“/p, n E N for 1 5 p 5 2. Since p can be chosen arbitrarily close to 
1, the exponent 1 is obtained. 
EXAMPLE 7. Considering the approximation problem of IT in 1 y, 2 5 
q < ~0, we have from Kashin (1980) that 
d,(S) 2 t, n < 0.5 m2'q, 
while 
g&) -= a,(S) 5 (n + l)“q-’ 
(see R. Linde, 1986). Thus, (iv) of Theorem 10 cannot be proved for some 
exponent 0 < p < 1. 
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PART B: THE AVERAGE-CASE SETTING 
4. NOTATION ANDGENERAL RESULTS 
As in Part A we determine the error produced by some information and 
appropriate algorithm for linear problems. In the average-case setting, 
this error depends on the choice of some measure on the underlying 
Banach space. Roughly speaking, instead of taking the supremum over 
the unit ball we average over the whole space. 
To be precise, let E be a Banach space, B(E) the u-algebra of Bore1 
sets on E, and p a positive Radon measure on [E, ‘B(E)], i.e., p(A) = 
sup{&K), K C A compact}, A E B(E). Denote by m(E) the set 
.!?Ji?(E) := {EL, p is a symmetric positive Radon measure on [E, B(E)] with 
.I- Il4l4-44 < 4. 
For facts concerning Radon measures we refer to Parthasarathy (1967) 
and W. Linde (1983). 
For natural reasons we restrict all considerations to information opera- 
tors and algorithms which are Bore1 measurable. 
Given E, F, G E 23, II E N we define 
w&..(E, G) := {N: E + G, N Bore1 measurable, dim span N(E) I n}; 
E&E, G) := {N: E --, G, N continuous, dim span N(E) I n}; 
%$,(E, G) := {N: E -+ G, N continuous linear, dim N(E) I n} 
and as in Section 1 we construct gz,,,, g,,,, !Qlin. 
Now, having fixed N E pk,(E, G), we define 
?im,W, F) := {(o: N(E) + F, cp is the restriction of a measurable map- 
pinch 
&,,,(N, F) := {cp: N(E) --, F, cp continuous}; 
&(N, F) := {cp: N(E) + F, cp linear}. 
(Note that (o E &(N, F) is always continuous, since dim span 
N(E) < m.) 
We proceed further, as in Section 1, to obtain &,,,, &,,,, and &in- With 
S E L(E, F) and p E ZJi!(E), information N E g&,,(E, G), and an algorithm 
(c E &,,,(N, F) chosen, the average-case error e(S, N, cp, CL) is defined to 
be e(S, N, 10, CL) = sl/Sx - (p(N(x))~~&(x), called the p-error for the 
problem S using N and cp. 
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As in Part A we are interested in minimizing the p-error, if N and cp vary 
in special classes. 
In a comparison of the situations in the worst-case and average-case 
settings one of the main results of Kacewicz and Wasilkowski (1986, 
Theorem 3.1) says that for Hilbert spaces H, K, and S E L(H, K) and 
P E %JW) the quantity infMS, N, cp, p), N E %,,W, W, cp E &dN, K)) 
is equal to zero. 
The first theorem of this section is fundamental to generalizing this fact 
(see Corollary 13). 
THEOREM 12. Let E be a Banach space. 
(i) For any positive Radon measure p on E, p(E) = 1 and every E > 
0 there exist a continuous mapping N E gL,,(E, R) and a continuous 
mapping cp E &,,,(N, E), such that ~({x E E: 11x - cp(N(x))(j > E}) 5 E. 
(ii) For every p > 0, every positive Radon measure k on E, with 
JIIxIIpd~(x) < m, every E > 0, there exist a continuous mapping N E 
BL,,(E, N) and a continuous mapping cp E &,,(N, E), such that 
Proof. We give only the proof of (i) and indicate the modifications 
needed for (ii), unless they are obvious. 
Fix E > 0. For R > 0 let BR : = {x E E: [lx/l < R}. Given a set A, let AC be 
its complement. We can find R > 0, such that p(BE) 5 e/4 (for (ii), 
sIigllxII%Lw 5 E/4). 
Since p is Radon, there exists a compact set K C BR with p(BR\K) s 
e/4 (for (ii), p(BR\K) 5 d4(2R)-p). Now, there exists a finite &-cover- 
ingot,. . ., om of K, consisting of open sets with radius less than a/8. 
Let Uj := Uj n BR,J’ := 1, . . . , m. Successively, since p is Radon, 
we can find disjoint closed sets Fj in Uj with /,L(Uj\U{=IFi) 5 .d4m 
(for (ii), p(Uj\U<=lFi) 5 d4m(2R)-p), j = 1, . . . , m. Consider the 
closed set F := UgIFi U Bs. 
Let us define a continuous mapping No: F + [w by 
NOIF, := j, j=l,. . .,m; 
N&c, := 0. 
By the Tietze-Dugundji Extension Theorem (cf. Bessaga and Pel’c- 
zynski, 1975, Chap. II, Theorem 3.1), there exists a continuous exten- 
sion N onto E with N(E) c [O, ml. Now, choose Xj E BR, such that 
sup{llx - xjll, x E Fj} 5 E/4, j = 1, . . . , m, and define a continuous map- 
pingcpo:{O,l,. . .,m}+Evia 
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(00(j) : = xj, j = 1,. . . , m; 
$90(O) := 0. 
Applying the Tietze-Dugundji Extension Theorem once more, we obtain 
a continuous (o: R! + BR, hence N E !&,,(I?, R) and cp E &,(N, E). Since 
K C BR implies 
(BR\K) U (K \ (J Fi) = BR\ (K fl IJ Fi) 3 
i=I i=l 
we have the estimates 
5 t-d&) + P BR ( \ ij Fi) 5 E/4 + /.L (BR \(K fl ij Fi)) 
i=l i=I 
5 c/4 + /A(BR\K) + /.L (K \ &J Fi) 
5 E/2 + 2 /Ja (Uj \ (J Fi) 5 E. 
j=l i-1 
One can use the same decomposition to get (ii). 
From Theorem 12 we immediately obtain 
COROLLARY 13. For E, F, E !ZJ, S E L(E, F), p E m(E), we have 
For later use, let us prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 14. Let E,F, G E %3, S E L(E, F), p E $X(E), n E N be given. 
For every E > 0, N E %h,,(E, G) and 50 E &,,,(N, F) there is a continuous 
algorithm pC E &,,,(N, F) with 
e(S, N, cpc, 1.4 5 E + e(S, N, cp, t-4. 
Proof. Consider the image measure N(,u) of p under N on G. With- 
out loss of generality we may assume that e(S, N, cp, CL) < 03, hence 
.bW-d)h4~) < ~0, i.e., cp E L&V(p), F). Since continuous functions 
are dense in L,(N(p), F), we can find a cpc with s/lq$Nx) - (o,(Nx)l(dp(x) 5 
E, yielding 
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LEMMA 15. Let S E L(E, F) and p E YX(E) be given. For every E > 0, 
N E %&,(E, G) and p E &(N, F) there are a continuous N, E s&E, F) 
and qc, E &(Nc, F) with Im (Pi 0 N, C span Im cp 0 N and e(S, N,, (Pi, /J) 
s @, N, cp, CL) + e. 
Proof. The arguments follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 10 of 
Part A, after the considerations have been restricted to a compact set with 
almost full measure. 
In view of Part A we define the following quantities. 
DEFINITION. Let S E L(E, F), p E D.(E), n E N be fixed. 
(i) c,(S, p) := inf{e(S, N, cp, 4, N E %L?(J% G), (o E &nesW, F), 
G E ‘B} is said to be the nth p-Gelfand number of S. 
(ii) a,@, 1~) := inf{e(S, N, (07 PU), N E gK’(E, G), CP E &AN, F), 
G E B} is said to be the nth p-approximation number of S. 
(iii) US, 1-4 := We@, N, cp, ~1, IV E ~~~~(E, (3, cp E &nW, F), 
G E !?3} is said to be the nth p-Kolmogorov number of S. 
(C) The mapping cave, assigning to every S E L(E, F), p E m(E) 
the sequence (c,(S, P)),~~ is said to be the average Gelfand scale. 
(A) The mapping save, assigning to every S E L(E, F), p E 2X(E) 
the sequence (a#, p)) Ned is said to be the average approximation scale. 
(D) The mapping dave, assigning to every S E L(E, F), p E i!Jl(E) 
the sequence (d,(S, p)) Ned is said to be the average Kolmogorov scale. 
In the spirit of Part A and using the results proved before, we obtain the 
scheme shown in Fig. 2 for fixed S E L(E, F), w c m(E), and IZ > 1. 
Remark 9. The average Gelfand scale appears implicitly in most pa- 
pers on average-case setting, while the average Kolmogorov scale has 
been proposed by Micchelli (1984). 
FIGURE 2 
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Let us mention the obvious representations 
a,@, p) = inf{ll/Sx - Lx~[d,u(x), rank L < n}, 
d,(S, p) = inf{J(JQSx(&.,&), Q quotient map over some at most (n - l)- 
dimensional subspace of F} = inf(Sdist(Sx, M)&(x), dim M < n}. 
Remark 10. Though not having introduced the notion of an average 
s-scale, let us state some obvious properties of the quantities obtained. 
Let save E {cave, uave, da”“}. Then we have 
(i) s](S, p) = JljSxlj&(x) 2 s&S, p) 2 . . . 2 0; S E L(E, F), 
p E n(E); 
(ii) s,(S + T, p) 5 s&S, p) + s,(T, p) for S, T E L(E, F), p E n(E); 
(iii) s,(S, p) = 0, if S E L(E, F) of rank S < n and p E 2.&?2); 
(iv) s,WT, 1-4 5 I(Rl(s,(S, N-4, for R E W’, Fo), S E UE, 0 T E 
UEO, El, and P E I. 
Moreover, the average approximation scale has the following property: 
if any average s-scale s satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) above then s&S, p) 5 
a,(S, ,u) for all IZ E N and S, p. 
It would be of a great interest to the author to know what (natural) 
property should be added, to obtain unicity of average s-scale on the class 
of all operators S E L(E, K), where K is a Hilbert space and measures 
p E ?lll(E) are Gaussian. 
The following result relates the usual s-scales to their average counter- 
parts. The average Gelfand scale seems to play a special role. 
THEOREM 16. For S E L(E, F), p E m(E), n E N we have 
(9 dS, CL) 5 ~nWl-4144-4, 
(ii) 4dS, 1-4 5 4NlIl4-&4~). 
Proof. The result follows immediately from the representations given 
in Remark 9. 
We will not introduce the notion of a Gaussian measure in .W.(E). The 
interested reader is referred to Kuo (1975) and W. Linde (1983). The 
canonical Gaussian measure on Iw” (W. Linde, 1983, Example in 4.3) and 
S = id: Iw” ---, 17 show that these bounds in Theorem 16 cannot be im- 
proved essentially. 
In Part A we did not consider the problem whether s-numbers must 
tend to zero. For information see Pietsch (1978, 14.1.13) and Pinkus 
(1985, Chap. II, Propositions 7.1, 7.4, 7.5). Theorem 17 adapts those 
results to the average-case setting. 
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Recall that a Banach space E has the bounded approximation property 
(abbreviated as b.a.p.) if there exists a positive A, such that for every E > 
0, compact K C E there is a finite rank operator L E L(E, E) with (\L/ i A 
and sup{\lx - L x , x E K} I E. Though most of the common Banach (1 
spaces share this property, there are prominent counterexamples. For 
more information see Pietsch (1978, 10) and the references given therein. 
Below we shall see that spaces possessing the bounded approximation 
property allow linear approximation of finite rank of arbitrarily small error 
for every measure in iDi?( 
It is not clear if the assumption of b.a.p. is needed. More explicitly, is 
the following true? Given any Banach space E and measure p E YX(E), 
does (a,@, p))AEN converge to zero. Let us denote by CO the space of all 
sequences converging to zero. Remember that we have c&S, p) 5 a,@, p) 
directly from the definition. 
THEOREM 17. Let E, F E %, S E L(E, F), p E (E). 
(i) If E has the b.a.p., then (a,(S, /.L)),,~~ E co. 
(ii) MS, P>LN E CO. 
Proof. It is enough to prove (i) and (ii) for S := idE. So, let E > 0, let K 
C E be compact with JKCllxll&(x) s E. Using the b.a.p. we can find A > 0 
and L E L(E, E) of finite rank with l\Ljl 5 A and sup{/x - Lxll, x E K} 5 E. 
Now we can conclude that 
SIIX - L.4444 = .Lllx - Lxlk$-4x) + JKCllX - Lx(Jdp(x) 
5 E + ~(1 +. A) 5 la(l + A). 
If we let E --f 0, (i) follows. 
To prove (ii) let K be compact with jKCllxlld~(x) 5 E. Further, put {x1, x3, 
. . .) x,} as the points of an E-net of K C F and M := span{xi, x2, . . . , 
x,}. We obtain 
&+d&, PL) 5 .fdWx, W44x) 
= lK dist (x, M)&(x) + lKC dist(x, M)&(x) 5 2a, 
yielding (ii). 
To point out the distinct behavior in the average-case and worst-case 
settings we shall need the following lemma. A measure p E m(E) is said 
to be finitely supported, if it admits a representation ~1 = ~E”=tA,@,i + S-J 
for some m E N, (Ak)?=i, and {xl, x2, . . . , x,} C E. (Given x E E we 
denote by 6, the Dirac measure at x, i.e., 
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&z(A) = (;I x E A, x 6 A, A E B(E).) 
LEMMA 18. Let p E D?(E) be finitely supported. Then there exists a 
functional a E E’ and a continuous mapping $: [w + E, such that 
ids = $I 0 a p - a.s. 
Proof. Let p = Cgrhi(6,, + 6-J be finitely supported with distinct {x1, 
x2,. * *, xm} C E. Put yi,j := Xi - Xj, 1 5 i <j I m, hence yi,j # 0. Let Ai,j 
:= {a E E’, (yi,j, a) = 0). Ai,j has codimension 1 in E’, hence has empty 
interior. Consequently, E’ # U lsi<jsmAi,j, SO there is a E E’ not belong- 
ingtoAi,j, 1 ~i<j~m.Thismeansthat(yi,j,a)#Oforalll si<j<m. 
Hence a is injective on {x1, x2, . . . , xm}, taking different values rk at xk, 
k=l,. . .) m. Any continuous extension 9 of I,$,~ = Xj, j = 1, . . . , 
m, may serve to show I/J 0 a = idE p - a.s. 
COROLLARY 19. Let S E L(E, F) and p E m(E) beJinitely supported. 
Then there exist N E %/i”(E, [w) and cp E &,,,(N, F) with e(S, N, cp, p) = 0. 
Consequently, c&S, p) = 0. 
Proof. Choose a, I,!J from Lemma 18 and put N := a and cp := S 0 I,!J. 
EXAMPLE 8. Consider E = Iw2, 5 = idE and p = 6~2,~) + ?+2,-2) + $1.-r, 
+ 6(-,,r,. The information N(x, y) = x admits p-a.s. a continuous inverse 
cp which is defined by q(r) = (r, 1/3r(2r2 - 5)). 
Remark 11. If dim span(supp(p)) > 1, then d2(idE, p) cannot be equal 
to 0. Moreover, let ,X E m(E) be finitely supported and let I, E %X(E) be 
Gaussian, with its support containing supp(p). It is well known that the 
support of v is a linear subspace in E (cf. W. Linde, 1983, 6.9). Thus, the 
measure ,Z = (1 - E)P + EV belongs to mm(E) and has a linear support. 
NOW choose N E Y?!in(E, Iw), q E &,,(N, F) for S E L(E, F) with e(S, N, 
cp, ,u) = 0. This implies that c2(S, 2 5 e(S, N, cp, ,$ 5 E~//XX + +~(Nx)l[ 
dv(x), hence 47, ,!i) can be made as small as we want by the proper 
choice of E 2 0. On the other hand, dz(S, ,Z) 2 (1 - &)d2(S, EL). Summariz- 
ing, we have constructed a measure ,Z E Z@(E) with “nice” support, still 
making the gap between c2(S, ,Z) and d2(S, ,$ as large as we want. 
Remark 12. In contrast to the worst case, Corollary 19 implies that 
(iii) of Remark 10 is not an equivalence. 
5. EQUALITIES 
Following the lines of the worst-case setting we shall study the assump- 
tions under which the mappings cave, save, and da”” may be equal. The first 
result is an immediate consequence of the ideas presented in the proof of 
Theorem 9 of Part A. 
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THEOREM 20. Let K be a Hilbert space, E E r\s, S E L(E, K), n E N, 
p E a(E). For any information N E %&,(E, G) and algorithm (o E 
&,(N, F) there are a continuous linear information NO E !&,(E, F) and 
cpo E &n(No, F) with Im 90 0 No c spun Zm cp 0 N and e(S, NO, cpo, p) 
5 e(S, N, cp, p). Consequently, d,(S, p) = a,@, p), n E N. 
Thus, the situations in the average-case and worst-case settings are 
quite similar w.r.t. the Kolmogorov and approximation scales. Remark 11 
showed that the average Gelfand scale is most sensitive w.r.t. the under- 
lying measure. Thus the equality of the average Gelfand scale and the 
average approximation scale depends on the measure instead of the 
spaces. First results stating such equalities have been proved by Lee and 
Wasilkowski (1986) for Gaussian measures and Wasilkowski and Woi- 
niakowski (1984) for so-called orthogonally invariant measures. 
At this point let us turn to a property which is shared by all the classes 
of measures mentioned above and which is easy to handle. 
DEFINITION. A measure p E l?Jl(E) is said to be reflectable if for all 
finite codimensional subspaces E. there is an El C E such that, E = EO $ 
El is the direct sum and p is invariant w.r.t. x0 + xl * -x0 + x1, a 
reflection at El along Eo. 
Before giving the application, let us give an example. 
EXAMPLE 9. (Orthogonally invariant measures; Wasilkowski and 
Woiniakowski, 1984). A measure p on a Hilbert space H,~llxl12dp(x) < CQ, 
is called orthogonally invariant if it is symmetric and invariant w.r.t. all 
mappings I-2P, where P is a projection of rank P = 1, orthogonal w.r.t. 
the semiscalar product on H, induced by (f, g), : = j(f, x)(g, x)dp(x). This 
means that P admits a representation P = f @ g with (f, g), = 1. 
We claim that orthogonally invariant measures are reflectable. To see 
this, observe that (I - 2Pl)(Z - 2P2) 0 0 0 (Z - 2Pk) = Z - 2xfz1Pi, when- 
ever {PI, Pz, . . . , Pk} are mutually orthogonal. thus orthogonal invari- 
ance implies the invariance under all reflections Z - 2P, where P is of 
finite rank and orthogonal w.r.t. ( , h. The symmetry of p implies the 
invariance under all reflections of finite defect. Now, Z.L is reflectable with 
El := Ei in [E, ( ),I. The advantage of reflectability is that we can 
treat also measures’without second moments and need not introduce a 
Hilbert space. For instance, sub-Gaussian p-stable measures, i.e., p-sta- 
ble measures, generated by Gaussian ones (see W. Linde, 1983, 7.6), are 
easily seen to be reflectable. On the other hand, W. Linde and MathC 
(1983) constructed a symmetric stable measure on IV, which is not reflect- 
able. 
THEOREM 21. Let p E m(E) be reflectable and S E L(E, F). Let N E 
%,(E, G) be any information and P be the projection onto ker N, such 
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that p is invariant w.r.t. I - 2P. For all algorithms p E &,,&N, F) we 
have e(S, N, cp, p) 2 ~I/SPxj(dp(x), hence c,&S, p) = a,(S, p), n E N. 
Proof. Fix S, N, (o, II, and P as above and observe that NPx = 0, x E 
E. Moreover P(Z - 2P) = -P and (Z - P)(Z -2P) = Z - P and the 
reflectability of Z.L implies 
e(S, N, P, 14 = SIISX - ~(Nx)(Jdp(x) 
= sl/SPx + S(Z - P)x - cp(N(Px + (I - P)x))((dp(x) 
= .fll=‘x + W - P)x - cpW(Z - P)x)))l(dp(x) 
= l/I-SPx + {S(Z - P)x - q(N(Z - P)x))}~jdp(x) 
= SllSPx - LW - P)x - cp(N(Z - P)x))}II&(x). 
The convexity of the norm yields that ~&SPx((&(x) is a lower bound for 
e(S, N, cp, Z.L). This bound is attained by the (well-defined) linear algorithm 
pL(Nx) = S(Z - P)x, x E E. 
6. INEQUALITIES 
Here we look for the maximal gap between cave, save, and da’“. Corol- 
lary 19 and Remark 11 of Section 4 imply that there does not exist a (finite) 
function f: N ---, [w+, such that for all S E L(E, F), p E m(E) we have 
d,(S, Z.L) : f(n)c,(S, Z.L) or a,(S, Z.L) 5 f(n)c,(S, Z.L). This contrasts to the 
worst-case; see Section 3, Theorem 11. On the other hand one can easily 
prove the next result. 
THEOREM 22. For E, F E 93, S E L(E, F), p E n(E), and rz E N we 
have 
The proof is along the same lines as (i) of Theorem 11 in Section 3 and we 
omit it. It would be of great interest to establish an example where this 
gap is attained. 
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